
 

 

 

 

To: Our Valued Distributors 

From: Asahi/America Inc. – Valve Product Manager 

Date: 12/1/2017 

Re: Release of Type-57P Butterfly Valve – all materials and sizes 

 

     Effective immediately, Asahi/America, Inc. introduces the Type-57P butterfly valve.  The Type-57P features a durable 

injection molded PVC, CPVC, PP or PVDF body and disc with EPDM, Nitrile or FKM seat and seals, and 316 stainless 

steel non-wetted stem. A redesigned, high visibility throttle positioning plate has been added to Lever operator models, 

which features an opening degree legend in 10° increments, making accurate throttle positioning between 0° closed and 

90° open possible. For high cycle life and smooth torque, seat/disc bushings have been fitted with dual O-ring seals. 

Additionally, two molded tag holes are positioned in the valve body for user-defined valve identification purposes. The 

Type-57P is available now in ANSI wafer or lug style connection, sizes 1-1/2” - 8” in both lever and Plasgear™ operator 

and 10” – 14” with Plasgear™ operator. Additionally, the Type-57P can be actuated both electrically and pneumatically. 

Various manual accessories can be installed, as well.    

 

Specification:   

 Products:        Type-57P Style Butterfly Valve  

 Sizes/Models: 1-1/2” – 14” ANSI Wafer and Lug style with Lever or Plasgear™ operator  

 Materials:       PVC, CPVC, PP AND PVDF body and disc, EPDM, Nitrile or FKM seat and Seals  

 

Interchangeability: 

 The Type-57P shares the same face to face dimension as all like size Type-57 butterfly valves 

 

Availability: 

 The Type-57P will begin being shipped once existing Type-57 inventory is depleted. Valve parts are in stock, 

ready to be assembled, tested and shipped to order.   

 
Pricing: 

  Pricing is identical to model T57 reflected in List Price sheet #52A.  All T57P part numbers feature a 2-   
 digit year of introduction prefix “17” followed by the existing 7-digit T57 part number scheme. 

Lever type example Type-57:    3730030 - 3” PVC/PP/EPDM Type-57 butterfly valve Lever operator 
Lever type example Type-57P: 173730030 - 3”PVC/PP/EPDM Type-57P butterfly valve Lever operator 
 
Gear type example Type-57:     3719030 - 3” PVC/PP/EPDM Type-57 butterfly valve Plasgear™ operator 
Gear type example Type-57P:  173719030 - 3”PVC/PP/EPDM Type-57P butterfly valve Plasgear™ operator 
 
Drawings: 

 Lever style drawing 0171BF57P and Plasgear™ style drawing 0172BF57P 

Included with this announcement 

 


